Cyclotron echoes have been previously observed in weakly ionized plasmas of rare gases or Nitrogen, 1 ' 2 and in a strongly ionized Cs 3 plasma.
In the former case, the non-linear mechanism causing echoes was attributed to electron-neutral collisions, 1 '
4 and in the latter case the echo formation was attributed to electron-ion collisions. 3 In the pres~nt letter we describe the observation of cyclotron echoes in a weakly ionized Cs plasma.
In order to calculate the cyclotron echo amplitude expected, a numerical integration was performed following the analysis of Herrmann 1 et al. , and using the total scattering cross section reported by
Brode. 5 The quantity calculated 1 was the macroscopic polarization at the time of the first echo,~e, of the electron gas following excitation at the cyclotron frequency by two microwave pulses:
where g(Q) is the spectral distribution function, n is the distance in frequency from the center of the electron line, T is the pulse spacing, v is the electron velocity after a single microwave pulse, and V (v) 0 c is the collision frequency as a function of velocity. This latter quantity depends on Q after the second pulse through the dependence of the electron velocity on n. The numerical calculation indicated an echo amplitude vs T of roughly the same shape for e--Cs collisions as that for e--A collisions. However, the Cs echo was calculated to
give 10-2 times the power of the Argon echo for the same electrondensities. This difference is due to the relative weakness of the Since the Cs -e-scattering cross section is much larger than the electron scattering cross section for any suspected impurity gases, the lack of any other spectral lines is good indication that the observed echoes do not arise from collisions between electrons and something other than Cs.
The possibility of electron-ion collisions dominating the echo-mechanism, as in the case of the strongly ionized Cs plasma, 3 was eliminated by starting the microwave pulse sequence later than 0.3 msec into the afterglow. After this time the upper hybrid resonance was independent of the time of a microwave pulse, indicating that the plasma frequency was much smaller than the cyclotron frequency. This latter fact implies the electron density was less than 10 9 cm-3 . Since at this density the screened Coulomb momentum-change cross section is about lo-14 (cm 2 ), 6 which is the same order of magnitude as the electronneutral cross-section, and the gas is less than 0.1% ionized, the Coulomb collisions must be of negligible importance.
Multiple two-pulse echoes were observed (Fig. 1) and measured as a function of the microwave pulse spacing (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 2 , the echo power calculated from Eq. (1) was multiplied by an overall scale factor since the number of electrons contributing to the echo was unknown.
The echo envelope does not behave exactly as the simple theory, 1 presumably because diffusion along flux lines was neglected. However, the maximum echo power -1 . -2 was 10 microwatt, which is just 10 times the maximum echo power in A using the same apparatus and the same method of achieving an electron density of-10 9 . The decay time of the two-pulse echo was found to be about 30 -50 nsec, within a factor of two of the rate calculated by the simple theory. Also, the maximum two-pulse echo amplitude saturated for 1 watt incident pulses. At this power level, 
